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the low Digital Language 
Diversity issue
• there is little 

linguistic diversity in 
the digital space 

• languages aren’t 
digitally equal





A normal language...
is used in every context, including the digital one:

• to look for information
• to communicate and 

socially interact
• to buy, express 

opinions, make use 
of entertainment 
products, deploy 
services



in a lesser-used language...

This is not possible, or very limited
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Low Digital Language Diversity: 
Causes
• low prestige
• lack of official recognition
• no real “need” to be used digitally
• little economic interest
• uneven technological development



Which consequences for 
citizens?

• inequality of digital rights
• access to information
• access to services
• access to technological development

• older people and economically and culturally 
disadvantaged ones are discriminated

• the language(s) you speak has an impact on 
Internet accessibility



Access to information

Wikipedia: 290 languages

Google translator: 90 languages



Access to services

● Amazon Kindle: 34

● Facebook: about 70

● Twitter: 27

● TripAdvisor: 47

● Booking.com: 40



Access to technological 
development

● Siri available in 25 languages

● 3 years after launch, Siri knew only 5 European 

languages. They are now 12

● Most European citizens cannot access this service.



Internet accessibility...
• not only a matter of broadband access and 

hardware and software accessibility
• there is as well a linguistic dimension



What consequences for linguistic 
heritage?
• Digital diglossia
• Digital minoritization
• Digital extinction
• Rapid obsolescence
• De-valorisation
• Neglect



Digital diglossia
• in a multilingual 

context, one 
language is 
excluded from the 
digital context in 
favor of another 
one

• never accesses it 
or it’s refused from 
it 



Digital minoritization

• When a majority 
language outside 
the digital context 
becomes a minority 
one in that one

• The case of many 
widely spoken 
languages but not 
widely supported



“Digital extinction”



Why a Digital Language Diversity 
Project?



Why a Digital Language Diversity 
Project?

• raise awareness
• aggregate a community
• have an impact on 

people and speakers’ 
communities



Project’s main features

• focus on empowering 
• take a bottom-up 

approach to increase DLD
• provide a framework for 

Digital Language 
Revitalisation

• re-package and re-
purpose material for digital 
language revitalisation



Digital Language Planning and 
Revitalisation
• must put speakers at 

the center

• Build local capacity

• importance of 
grassroots initiatives

• identifies what, how 
and when must be 
done to ensure a 
language an 
adequate digital 
development



DLDP Phases and Tools

• Observe & Assess

• Educate

• Impact

• Digital Language Vitality 
Scale

• Digital Language Survival 
Kits

• Digital Language Training 
Programme

• Digital Language Diversity 
Roadmap



Observe and Assess : Digital 
Language Vitality Scale
- a scale (from pre-digital to thriving)
- a set of indicators
- a model for eliciting information

- English model available 



• Still or pre-digital: basic 
infrastructure is lacking (e.g. 
character encoding; connectivity 
level; low digital proficiency)

• Dormant: basic infrastructure is in 
place but technological 
development is still missing for a 
language to be used over digital 
devices

• Emergent: limited technological 
support is available; texting and 
messaging are possible; infant 
language resources

• Developing: the language is used 
on websites; basic language 
resources are available; no or very 
little use over social media

• Vital: social media use of the 
language is widespread; big 
Wikipedia projects; no localized 
interfaces

• Thriving: the language can be used 
extensively in all current digital 
domains and devices.



DLVS Indicators

• Digital Usability: Evidence of connectivity, Digital literacy, 
Character encoding, Size of digital population, Availability 
of language resources 

• Digital Use: Websites, Internet television, Blogs and 
Forums, Streaming audio and video, Games, eBooks, 
Digital Libraries and archives, Wikipedia, Use on social 
communication tools

• Digital Prestige: Online newspapers, Edu-tainment 
products and services, Bilingual websites, Localised 
social networks, Localized digital services, Localized main 
operating systems, Machine translation tools, Dedicated 
Internet domain



DLDP Survey

• RML knowledge: perceived degree of fluency in the language inquired and values attributed to the 
language, whether mainly affective, identitarian, or instrumental; 

• Activism: whether the respondent qualifies as a language activist2 ; 

• Extent and frequency of use of the language: is the language mainly used in oral or written form? In 
informal contexts only or in institutional ones as well? How often is the language used in those contexts? 

• E-communication: is the language ever used for writing e-mails, texting, chatting or other instant 
messaging? If yes, how often? If not, why?
Digital use: is the language ever used for surfing the Net, reading, writing/ commenting blogs, forums or 
websites? If yes, how? Only passively or actively as well? If not, why? 

• Technological support: if a specific keyboard is needed to type in the language, is it available?
Digital media: are digital media such as websites, blogs, Internet TV, audio and video streaming, e-books, 
etc. available in the language? 

• Wikipedia: is a Wikipedia available in the language and if yes, is it read and/or edited?
Social media: how often is the language used on social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc.)? 

• Localised software and interfaces: are operating systems, software and social media interfaces localised in 
the language? If yes, is the localised version used?
Language resources: are language resources and tools (such as online dictionaries, spell checkers, 
machine translation interfaces) available for the language? 



• Available for Basque, Breton, Karelian and 
Sardinian 

• Basque: 427

• Breton: 202

• Karelian: 156

• Sardinian: 516



Key findings

• Regional and minority language speakers have a strong desire to use their 
languages digitally, in all the sociolinguistic domains and for all the 
purposes where major languages are used 

• Social media has a huge potential as a domain that drives language 
revitalisation, but this sociolinguistic space is still restricted 

• There is a clear demand for increased regional language usage in the 
public domain 

• Minoritised language speakers need to be supported and encouraged
regarding their ability to use their languages digitally and for their importance 
as digital content creators 

• The lack of structural support for these languages is a serious issue that 
needs to be addressed. The digital development of these languages is not 
sustainable when it has to rely on the work of a handful of activists and 
volunteers 



Educate: the Digital Language 
Training Programme
• less technical, for individual activists

• Articulated over 6 modules, covering different 
topics for digital language revitalization (social 
media, language technologies, digital 
activism…)

• Motivational as well as instructional



Impact: the Digital Language 
Survival Kits
• Kits:  for experts
• a set of “emergency packs” indicating the 

actions to be undertaken for improving the 
digital language vitality level

• challenges and difficulties, which areas need 
to be addressed first, which tools are available



Impact: the Digital Language 
Diversity Roadmap



Dissemination

• Final DLDP Event in Vitoria-Gasteiz (Basque 
Country), 20 July 2018

• co-located with HIGA! Second summit of 
Young Speakers of Minority Languages, 16-19 
July

• registration still open and subsistence grants 
provided



• Substantial input given to Jill Evan’s MEP Report 
“Language Equality in the Digital Age”

• Report adopted on 19 June by European Parliament's 
culture and education committee

• Adoption expected in September by MEPs during 
plenary session

• Once adopted, the report will be forwarded to the 
European Commission for consideration



Get in touch

• www.dldp.eu

• Claudia Soria: claudia.soria@ilc.cnr.it

• dldp@dldp.eu
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